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There’s No Such Things as Bad Publicity…
Are We Dumbing Down the Mysteries of Freemasonry?
P.T. Barnum, the 19th century American showman and circus owner, is often credited with saying,
“There’s no such thing as bad publicity,” although hard evidence to link that quotation to him is difficult to
establish. The Irish poet and playwright, Oscar Wilde, is cited as saying, “The only thing worse than being
talked about is not being talked about.” The notion that no publicity can do harm, however, is certainly
open to question – especially when it comes to Freemasonry.

Commentary

I
n 2005, Joshua Gunn, an Associate Professor of Communication Studies and an Affiliate Faculty with the
Department of Rhetoric and Writing, both at the University of Texas at Austin, wrote about publicity and
Freemasonry. His essay, Modern Occult Rhetoric: Mass Media and the Drama Secrecy in the
Twentieth Century, was published in Heredom, Vol. 15., in 2007. A version of his essay appears again in
the Summer 2008, Rhetoric and Public Affairs, Michigan State University Press under the title Death by
Publicity: U.S. Freemasonry and the Public Drama of Secrecy.
Gunn contends that Freemasonry has marketed itself to the public in such a way as to marginalize,
perhaps diminish the mysteries of the Craft, and argues, that it is the mysteries of the Craft that has and
continues to draw men to the fraternity. His essay is an important catalyst for further discussion
He offers examples from the past as well as today to defend his analysis. Two of the most interesting
stems from comments made by Albert Pike and Rex L. Huchens. Pike expressed his worry that the
philosophical mission of Freemasonry was increasingly eclipsed by Masonic sociability and charity.1 Rex
R. Huchens, author of the 1990 Bridge to Light, published by The Supreme Council Ancient and
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Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, wrote his concern about the Scottish Rite steadily moving away
from instruction on philosophy and continues to place a greater emphasis on its charitable endeavors.2
Gunn expands his examples of “too much publicity” in his analysis of such later writings such as,
Christopher Hodapp’s, Freemasons for Dummies and The Complete Idiots Guide of Freemasonry from
S. Brent Morris, asserting both (and books by other authors) represent the “antithesis of the mysteryeffect of the strange symbol. Each book attempts to evaporate the aura of mystery that surrounds the Craft
in the language of transparency and contemporary argot.” Furthermore, he writes that such offerings
“downplays the centrality and function of mystery central to Masonic philosophy.”
To support his thesis, he writes the difference between privacy and secrecy this way: A promise is a
private thing, a concern that which can be made public, but is not done so out of respect. A secret
remains private, however, because one is obliged to keep them that way. Gunn believes the strategy of
transparency that seems to have been adopted by the fraternity more than a decade ago in hopes of
revitalizing interest in the Craft fails “to think more carefully about the function of the secret in relation to
the most important ritual practice that sustains the Order: the Masonic obligation.” He ends his essay by
noting:
Because the secret is so central to our bond, Masons need to seriously reconsider the guiding
assumption of recent publicity: that an increase in membership will lead to a stronger, more
robust fraternal order. Because of the way in which the ideology of publicity seems to work,
perhaps a smaller, more dedicated membership would be better for the fraternity and its
philosophy? Regardless of one’s position on the size of the Order, this essay nevertheless
urges Masons to think twice about disowning secrecy or insisting that Masonic secrecy is
merely privacy. In this age of the drama of publicity and surveillance, our obligation to
secrecy—and therefore to each other—is all that we have.
Gunn’s points are worthy of notice, of course, and while he is correct in his observance of an absence of
wide-spread critical thinking in Freemasonry, that absence is not found in the authors of particular books
that, as he contends, “evaporate the aura of the mystery that surrounds the Craft.” He is certainly correct
in to point out Pike’s and Huchen’s concerns for that is exactly what has and continues to happen. In
fact, Pike’s concern was addressed with Masonic scholar Robert Freke Gould in 1889, about the
requisites for perpetuity of mainstream American Freemasonry being questionable even at that time.3
One can only wonder if he and Gould were including in their shared concern that so few Masons read
about and actually study their Craft if that was also part of their concern beyond the conspicuous drift at
the time from a philosophical and educational institution toward a club check-full of programs and
projects.
If it were not for past exposures and books like the ones Gunn contends provide too much transparency,
it may be there were would be even less interest in Freemasonry today by not only the public but its
members.
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The double-edged sword of Internet has taken Freemasonry where no Mason in the later part of the 20th
century could imagine it would have gone, much less earlier Masons. The surplus of drivel found there
about Freemasonry can easily outdistance the valid information and legitimate research. Although
distinctly muddled, there is certainly a “transparency” already by virtue of the freedom of anyone
posting anything about any thought or any interpretation they may have about the fraternity, its
operation, philosophies, and yes, even its “secrets” – awash with images and illustrations. If anything, it
is the Internet that has erased any aura of mystery about Freemasonry for the serious -minded researcher
or student of the Craft, and fueled the antics of the loosely confederated, conspiracy-minded blockheads
who can type.
Of all Masonic related ironies, the fact that early exposures from 1724 through around 1827 provided
more history about the fraternity’s workings than did its own official writings or those of the earliest
writers, with the exception of Andersons Constitution and the Ahiman Rezon, it is difficult to believe
presenters, films, documentaries and authors of particular Masonic books in the 21st century have given
away all the mysteries of Freemasonry.4
The transparency of Freemasonry these days, whether from books, opening lodges for tours, public
installation ceremonies or the result of even the often shuddering nonsense found on the Internet, chat
rooms, blogs, and social media (often posing as knowledge), about it has not damaged the institution
more than the of Masonic illiteracy and unenlightened level of too many if its members. This is not a
condition recent to the fraternity. The consequence of such has been written and complained about since
at least the mid-1800s, and warnings abound of its consequences. Besides, there is little to no valid
evidence the loss of interest of the public in Freemasonry or that Masonic members is related to a level
of loss of esoteric tradition that existed at some imaginary point in the 19th or 20th century.
The problem stemming from the fate awaiting the fraternity is coming to a head this century in American
Freemasonry. We have become, since the early 1800s, too accustomed to the false standard of measuring
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the success of Freemasonry in this country by counting the number of names of membership rosters.
Today, and in the coming decades, we stand face to face with the troubling result of the continued loss of
our philosophical and educational mission by allowing the intended design of institution to be
increasingly eclipsed by projects and programs rather than dissemination of Masonic ideals.
To rephrase Oscar Wilde’s “The only thing worse than being talked about is not being talked about,” we
might say, when it comes to the issue of Masonic publicity and transparency, the only thing worse than
members not knowing our philosophical and educational mission, is not talking about it. That certainly
appears to be what we have not collectively done for multiple decade even though all the information to
learn more about Freemasonry and practice it has been widely available for more than just in recent
years.
How many generations of Freemasons has there been who thought nothing at all could be said to or
about Freemasonry to anyone except another member? We can see how staying mum worked out, can’t
we?
~ John W. Bizzack, PM
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